Pervasive secure information processing over the public wired and wireless Internet could benefit from rapid and convenient cryptographic transformations. But the performance of software-implemented cryptographic functions is hampered by certain operations that have not been optimized in a processor's instruction set architecture because they occurred infrequently in earlier programming workloads. One such operation is the permutation of bits within a block to be encrypted, which is particularly difficult in word-oriented processors. Permutations play a prominent role in the secure processing of information and in multimedia processing.
Pervasive secure information processing over the public wired and wireless Internet could benefit from rapid and convenient cryptographic transformations. But the performance of software-implemented cryptographic functions is hampered by certain operations that have not been optimized in a processor's instruction set architecture because they occurred infrequently in earlier programming workloads. One such operation is the permutation of bits within a block to be encrypted, which is particularly difficult in word-oriented processors. Permutations play a prominent role in the secure processing of information and in multimedia processing.
Secure information processing
Secure information processing includes authentication of users and host machines, confidentiality of messages sent over public networks, and assurances that messages, programs, and data have not changed in transit. It also includes access control and provisions to ensure privacy, anonymity, and the availability of essential services.
Systems can provide some security functions by using security protocols that employ different cryptographic algorithms, such as those based on public keys, symmetric keys, and hashing. To facilitate pervasive and secure information processing, such security functions must be fast and painless to implement. One way to achieve this goal is to perform the cryptographic functions rapidly in software, rather than requiring users to buy special-purpose hardware cryptography boards. Here, we assume that a programmable processor is available in an information appliance or server machine to perform regular (unsecure) transactions over the network. The question becomes "What generalpurpose operations should this programmable processor incorporate so that it can execute cryptographic functions without significant performance degradation?"
Our work focuses on one set of operations, permutations, which are useful in symmetrickey cryptographic algorithms for encrypting large amounts of data for confidentiality. Sym-metric-key algorithms break a message into blocks and use confusion and diffusion operations synergistically to transform each block of plaintext (original message) into ciphertext (encrypted message) bits. 1 Confusion obscures the relationship between the plaintext and ciphertext by, for example, substituting arbitrary bits for plaintext bits. Diffusion spreads the redundancy of the plaintext over the ciphertext-for example, through permutation of the bits of the plaintext block.
DES (Data Encryption Standard) and triple DES 2 use bit-level permutations extensively to encrypt a block of 64 plaintext bits into ciphertext. But bit-level permutations are slow when implemented with the current instructions available in microprocessors and other programmable processors. Because permutations are particularly difficult for existing processors, new cryptographic algorithms, such as the Advanced Encryption Standard, 3 tend to avoid permutations to ensure fast software implementations.
In contrast, we show how programmable processors can achieve efficient bit permutations, thus enabling future cryptographic algorithms to use the superior diffusion capabilities of permutations.
Quick multimedia processing
Permutations are also an important new requirement for fast processing of digital multimedia information with subword-parallel instructions, 4 ,5 more commonly known as multimedia instructions. Every major microprocessor instruction set architecture (ISA) now has these subword-parallel instructions for fast multimedia information processing. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] With subwords packed into 64-or 128-bit words, it is often necessary to rearrange the subwords within the word. However, many of these multimedia ISA extensions do not provide such subword permutation instructions, except for a few initial attempts in MAX-2, 5 IA-64, 8 and AltiVec. 9 
New permutation instructions
To serve the growing need for efficient software permutation, we developed four permutation instructions and an underlying methodology for efficiently performing arbitrary n-bit permutations in programmable processors. Although our work targets the more difficult problem of permuting n 1-bit elements, it also addresses the issue of permuting fewer multibit subwords packed into an n-bit word, a feature needed to accelerate multimedia processing in software.
By providing the ability to do fast permutations in software, we open the field for new cryptography and multimedia algorithms using these powerful yet simple permutation primitives. This capability results in much faster cryptography and multimedia processing, while retaining the flexibility of software implementations, for secure multimedia information appliances and servers.
Past work
Because current microprocessors are word oriented, performing bit-level permutations is painful. Every bit must be extracted from the source register, moved to its new location in the destination register, and combined with the bits that have already been moved. This process can take four instructions per bit (mask generation, AND, SHIFT, and OR). In certain microprocessors such as PA-RISC, 12 morepowerful bit-manipulation instructions-such as EXTRACT and DEPOSIT-can essentially move a bit with two instructions. As a result, any arbitrary permutation of n bits requires 4n or 2n instructions. Processors can perform certain predefined permutations with regular patterns in fewer instructions. But, in general, an arbitrary 64-bit permutation could take up to 128 or 256 instructions on current microprocessors.
Because this is unacceptably slow, programmers have used ' 128 or 256 instructions, the actual execution time could be much longer because of cache miss penalties of around 50 cycles per cache miss, on the eight LOAD instructions. Hence, the time taken to do an arbitrary nbit permutation in software is O(n) cycles.
PA-RISC's MAX-2 multimedia instruction set was the first to define a general-purpose PERMUTE instruction. PERMUTE can perform any permutation, with and without repetitions, of the four, 16-bit subwords packed in a register. 5 IA-64 has the MUX instruction, which is just like PERMUTE for 16-bit subwords except that it also has five new permute variants for 8-bit subwords. These byte permute options are reverse, mix, shuffle, alternate, and broadcast. 8 AltiVec has the VPERM instruction, which extends the permutation capabilities of MAX-2's PERMUTE instruction to 8-bit subwords selected from two 128-bit source registers. 9 However, VPERM is a very expensive instruction with three source registers and one destination register, all 128 bits wide. Lee proposes a small set of subword permutation primitives useful for 2D multimedia processing. 13 While these subword permutation instructions can accelerate permutations of 8-bit or larger subwords, none defined so far can perform arbitrary bit-level permutations efficiently.
In searching the mathematical literature on permutations, we could not find any work on the efficiency of achieving arbitrary permutations. The problem of performing any arbitrary n-bit permutation in the minimum number of steps using permutation primitives (encoded in instructions) is thus far an unsolved problem.
Minimal number of steps for arbitrary n-bit permutations
The number of n-bit permutations is n!. According to Stirling's approximation, 14, 15 
This approximation shows that the number of bits needed to specify one permutation is on the order of n lg(n). Sometimes permutations also replicate or omit some bits; we call these permutations with repetitions, or mappings. The repetition of bits increases the number of possible permutations to n n . Therefore, the number of bits required to specify a permutation of n bits with repetitions is
A reasonable design goal is to use the standard data path arrangements of current microprocessors with a general-purpose register file, as Figure 1 shows. Each instruction has two source registers and one destination register; no extra state (other than the data in the register file) is stored between instructions. Then, a permutation must use one source register for the n bits to be permuted, and the destination register gives an intermediate result leading to the final desired permutation. Because the second source register can hold only n bits of permutation specification and it takes n lg(n) bits to specify an n-bit permutation, a single permutation will require lg(n) permutation instructions. Hence, the minimum number of instructions needed for performing any arbitrary n-bit permutation is lg(n), assuming each instruction has only two source registers and one destination register, and stores no extra state. Similarly, the minimum number of instructions needed to perform any 2n-bit permutation using n-bit registers is
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Alternative permutation methodologies
We start with bit-level permutations of all n bits in a register. We particularly consider n = 64, because today's microprocessors have registers and data paths that are either 32 or 64 bits wide, and common symmetric key block ciphers like DES and triple DES encrypt 64-bit blocks. 1 We describe four methods:
• PPERM, a new, lower-cost version of PPERM3R 16 that selects bits for one byte of the result; • GRP, a permutation instruction that separates bits into left and right parts; • CROSS, a permutation instruction using Benes interconnection network theory; and • OMFLIP, a permutation instruction using enhanced Omega-Flip interconnection network theory.
In each case, the same solution must be applicable to different subword sizes that are powers of 2. The difficulty of permutations increases with the number of elements to be permuted, and the number of subwords in an n-bit register increases as the subword size decreases. For a fixed word size of n bits, clearly the hardest permutation problem is for 1-bit subwords, which requires permuting n subwords.
All four permutation instructions fall into the conventional two-source, one-result execution paradigm to let a permutation functional unit fit easily into the standard microprocessor data path of Figure 1 .
PPERM
An intuitive way to do permutations is to explicitly specify the position in the source for each bit in the destination. This is what the PERMUTE instruction in MAX-2 does; it directs any subword in the source register to any subword position in the destination register. 5 The PERMUTE instruction currently supports only 16-bit subwords packed in a 64-bit word, so all position information can be encoded in eight bits of the instruction. To perform bit-level permutation, we generalize the PERMUTE instruction to support 1-bit subwords: Each bit is a subword, and the number of subwords is n. Therefore, supporting 1-bit subwords requires n lg(n) bits to specify the position information for n bits. So, performing a single permutation takes more than one instruction. To specify the source positions for k bits with one instruction, we define PPERM instructions as PPERM,x Rs, Rc, Rd Rs and Rc are the source registers, and Rd is the destination register. Rs contains the bits to be permuted, Rc contains the configuration bits, and Rd gets the permuted result. Variable x specifies which k contiguous bits in Rd will receive source bits selected from Rs. The other bits in Rd are cleared to 0, as Figure 2 shows. The k lg(n) bits in Rc specify where to extract the k bits. To store the position information in one register, the following inequality should hold:
Each instruction can specify approximately n/lg(n) bits. In total, around n/k = lg(n) instructions are required for an n-bit permu- requires eight PPERM instructions to permute bits, and seven OR instructions to merge the permuted bits into a permutation of 64 bits. Specifying the configuration bits for the PPERM instruction is straightforward: For each of the k bits that will change in the final permutation, we use lg(n) bits to specify which bit in the source register goes into a particular position in the final permutation.
GRP
The GRP instruction also looks like any two-operand, one-result instruction for use on the typical microprocessors of Figure 1 :
Again, Rs and Rc are the source registers, and Rd is the destination register.
The basic idea of the GRP instruction is to sort the bits in Rs into left and right groups, according to the bits in Rc. The relative positions of bits in the left and right groups do not change. Concatenating these two groups gives the result in Rd. Figure 3 shows how the GRP instruction works on 8-bit registers.
For n-bit registers, we can do any n-bit permutations with no more than lg(n) GRP instructions, as has been proved by construction. 16 
CROSS
In interconnection networks such as the butterfly network, you can direct data at any input to any output by setting up the proper connections in the multistage network. A permutation of n elements (without repetitions) is like n pieces of data being routed simultaneously to n different destinations. Our goal is to find a network that can achieve this routing using edge-disjoint paths for any permutation of the inputs and in the minimum number of network stages. We will then try to simulate this network using primitive single-cycle permutation instructions.
The CROSS instruction is based on the Benes network, which results from connecting two butterfly networks of the same size, placed back-to-back. Figure 4 shows an eight-input Benes network. Eight bits placed at the eight inputs could be routed, in any permutation, to the eight outputs with edge-disjoint paths. 17 In addition, a Benes network has the following properties:
• An n-input Benes network can be broken into 2 lg(n) stages, with lg(n) distinct stages.
• In each stage of a Benes network, every input has two outputs to the next stage. For each input, there is another input that shares the same two outputs with it. We call these pairs of inputs conflict pairs. The connections for a conflict pair can be configured with one bit. The distances between conflict pairs are specific to stages.
Because of the existence of conflict pairs, configuring each stage of an n-input Benes network takes n/2 bits. If the configuration bit for a conflict pair is 0, the two inputs take
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FAST SOFTWARE PERMUTATIONS IEEE MICRO straight paths to the next stage. If it is 1, the two inputs cross paths to the next stage. We can define a set of basic operations for a Benes network. Each basic operation corresponds to one distinct stage in a Benes network. Parameter m specifies a basic operation, where 2 m is the distance between conflict pairs for the corresponding stage. A basic operation uses n/2 configuration bits to set up the connections in the corresponding stage and move the n input bits to the output of that stage. Because an n-input Benes network has lg(n) distinct stages, it can be represented by lg(n) different, basic operations. With these basic operations, the CROSS instruction is defined as follows:
Rs is the source register, which contains the bits to be permuted; Rd is the destination register for the permuted bits; and Rc is the configuration register. One CROSS instruction performs two basic operations on the source, according to the contents of the configuration register and values m1 and m2, which specify the two basic operations to use. Figure 5 shows the operation of a CROSS instruction.
To generate the CROSS instruction sequence for a specific permutation, we perform the following steps:
• Obtain a valid configuration for the desired permutation on a Benes network. 18 • Break the configured Benes network into pairs of stages.
• For each pair of stages, assign a CROSS instruction. Each CROSS instruction uses the output from the previous CROSS instruction and generates input for the next CROSS instruction. The first CROSS instruction uses the original input; the last one generates the final result.
Because an n-input Benes network has 2 lg(n) stages, any n-bit permutation requires at most lg(n) CROSS instructions. Figure 6 shows an example permutation.
OMFLIP
We can achieve any permutation of n bits using at most lg(n) CROSS instructions. However, because an n-input Benes network has lg(n) distinct stages and these stages are in a specific order, a permutation functional unit must have a whole Benes network in hardware to implement all CROSS instructions. This could consume more area than desired in a given processor. An alternative solution is to use the omegaflip network, which can achieve the same performance as the CROSS instructions with far smaller hardware implementations. An omegaflip network consists of an omega network followed by a flip network. An n-input omega network has lg(n) identical omega stages. An n-input flip network is the exact mirror image of an n-input omega network. The flip network has lg(n) identical flip stages. Figure 7 shows an eight-input omega-flip network. An n-input omega-flip network is isomorphic to an n-input Benes network. As a result, they share common properties, such as conflict pairs. However, an n-input omega-flip network has only two distinct stages, as opposed to a Benes network's lg(n) distinct stages.
For an omega-flip network, we can define two basic operations, omega and flip, which accomplish the operations of an omega stage and a flip stage. Each uses n/2 configuration bits to set up the corresponding stage and move the input bits to their destinations. The configuration bit definitions follow the same convention as that for the Benes network. An OMFLIP instruction carries out two basic operations on the source word; we define it as OMFLIP,c Rs, Rc, Rd Rs, Rc, and Rd registers hold source bits, configuration bits, and the result. Parameter c is a two-bit subopcode that defines which two basic operations to use. For each bit in c, 0 indicates the omega operation, and 1 indicates the flip operation. Figure 8 shows the operation of an OMFLIP instruction.
Because the omega-flip network is isomorphic with respect to the Benes network, we can use the following steps to generate the OMFLIP instruction sequence for a specific permutation:
• Obtain a valid configuration for the desired permutation on a Benes network.
• Map the Benes network configuration to the omega-flip network based on the isomorphism between them.
• Break the configured omega-flip network into pairs of stages.
• For each pair of stages, assign an OMFLIP instruction. Each OMFLIP instruction uses the output from the previous OMFLIP instruction and generates input for the next OMFLIP instruction. The first OMFLIP instruction takes the original input; the last one generates the final result.
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Omega network
Flip network Because there are 2 lg(n) stages in an ninput omega-flip network, any n-bit permutation requires at most lg(n) OMFLIP instructions.
Yang and Lee describe an implementation of the OMFLIP instruction that is only four stages deep-two omega stages followed by two flip stages. 19 Each stage is enhanced with a pass-through path, where the input is passed unchanged to the output. This is sufficient to implement the four combinations of the two basic operations, omega and flip. This number of stages does not change with n-unlike the Benes network, which requires the implementation of 2 lg(n) stages.
We can also implement the OMFLIP instruction in only two "enhanced" omegaflip stages, where each enhanced stage implements either an omega operation or a flip operation.
Subwords, scalability, and repetition
We also want to investigate whether the permutation instructions just defined have other desirable features. For example, can we use them for efficient permutation of multibit subwords rather than just 1-bit subwords? Do they scale to allow efficient permutation of 2n bits rather than just n bits? Can they support permutations with repetitions (mappings)?
Multibit subword permutations. When subwords greater than one bit are packed into an n-bit register, this results in fewer subwords to permute. For example, with 8-bit subwords in a 64-bit register, there are only eight elements to permute, rather than 64 elements with 1-bit subwords. The permutation should also need fewer instructions: lg(8) = 3 rather than lg(64) = 6 instructions. But can the permutation instructions we have defined for bitlevel permutations also allow efficient permutation of multibit subwords?
The PPERM instruction, as currently defined, is not efficient for multibit subword permutations. It can perform permutations of larger subwords packed in a register. But it cannot take advantage of the lower number of elements that have to be permuted to reduce the number of required permutation instructions.
The GRP instruction is as efficient for permuting multibit subwords as for 1-bit subwords. The number of GRP instructions required depends only on the number of elements to be permuted, and hence requires fewer GRP instructions to permute larger subwords. For example, on 64-bit processors, if the subword size is eight, there are only eight elements. Therefore, at most lg(8) = 3 instructions are enough to do any permutation of the eight 8-bit subwords. 16 CROSS and OMFLIP instructions are also as efficient for multibit subwords as for 1-bit subwords. One important property of a Benes network is that when you configure it for k-bit subword permutations, the middle 2 lg(k) stages act as pass-throughs. 18 The same is true of the omega-flip network. 19 But you can eliminate these pass-through stages before assigning CROSS or OMFLIP instructions. Therefore, when permuting k-bit subwords in an n-bit word, the maximum number of instructions needed is lg(n) − lg(k) = lg(n/k) = lg(r), where r is the number of subwords.
Scalability to 2n bits. In the new AES 3 cryptography algorithms, 128-bit blocks are encrypted, rather than 64-bit blocks, as in DES. 2 Hence, we want to know if the permutation instructions defined can permute subwords packed into two n-bit registers. Here, we double the number of elements to permute. As discussed earlier, achieving any arbitrary permutation of 2n bits should require at least 2 lg(n) + 2 instructions. We wish to see how close each of the permutation instructions we have defined can come to this optimal number of instructions in executing arbitrary 2n-bit permutations.
We can enhance PPERM's definition to allow permuting 2n bits stored in two n-bit registers. Because selecting one of 64 bits in the source register for a bit in the destination register requires only six index bits, and PPERM has eight such bits available, there are two extra bits per index. By defining one of these bits as the otherreg bit in each index, a PPERM instruction will pick bits from the source register only if otherreg = 0 for that index. If otherreg = 1, the PPERM instruction will clear the corresponding result bit to 0.
Permuting 2n bits requires two source registers and produces values for two destination registers. Each destination register works with eight PPERM instructions for each source register. So combining the results into one destination register requires a total of 16 PPERM instructions and 15 OR instructions. Producing the result for the other destination register requires repeating the same number of instructions. Hence, permuting 2n bits requires a total of 2(16 + 15) = 62 instructions. This is not efficient.
The GRP instruction scales efficiently to 2n-bit permutations with the help of an instruction like the Shift Pair instruction, available in the PA-RISC 12 and IA-64 8 architectures. The Shift Pair instruction concatenates two source registers to form a doubleword value, and then extracts any contiguous single-word value. Suppose registers R1 and R2 store the bits to be permuted, and the results go to R3 and R4. Figure 9 shows how two GRP instructions followed by two Shift Pair instructions can separate the 2n bits into the appropriate left and right registers (R3 and R4) of the result. Finally, two separate n-bit permutations of R3 and R4 produce the desired 2n-bit permutation.
In total, excluding the instructions needed for loading control bits, we need 4 + 2 lg(n) instructions to perform a 2n-bit permutation. This number is only two instructions more than the minimum number of instructions required. With 64-bit registers, a 128-bit permutation uses at most 16 instructions.
We can also use CROSS or OMFLIP instructions to permute 2n bits stored in two registers. We use a similar approach to that used with GRP instructions. We first permute each of the two n-bit words using CROSS or OMFLIP. This step separates the bits going to the left and right n-bit words in the result. Then we use two Shift Pair instructions to move the bits belonging to the left and right words into two registers. Finally, we permute the bits in these left and right registers to obtain the final result. The first step uses a maximum of 2 lg(n) CROSS or OMFLIP instructions; the last step also uses at most 2 lg(n) instructions. Therefore, it takes at most 4 lg(n) + 2 instructions to permute 2n bits using n-bit words. Compared to the ideal instruction count of 2 lg(n)+2, this method uses 2 lg(n) more instructions. Hence, CROSS and OMFLIP instructions are not as efficient as the GRP instruction for 2n-bit permutations.
Permutations with repetitions (mappings).
So far, we have discussed permutations in which each bit in the source goes to a different bit in the destination. No bit in the source is repeated or omitted in the destination. We now consider the case in which bits in the destination replicate bits in the source.
PPERM can easily handle mappings, because it can select any of the n bits any number of times, a capability useful for some cryptographic algorithms. DES, for example, has an expansion permutation that replicates some bits. Currently, none of the other permutation instructions defined-GRP, CROSS, and OMFLIP-support such permutations with repetitions, or mappings.
To summarize, GRP, CROSS and OMFLIP instructions are all efficient for permuting multibit subwords. GRP is the most efficient for scaling up to bit permutations of 2n bits. CROSS and OMFLIP can perform 2n-bit permutations but require 2 lg(n) − 2 more instructions than GRP. PPERM is not efficient for multibit subwords and can scale to permuting 2n bits, but not efficiently. However, PPERM is the only permutation alternative defined so far that can perform mappings.
Hardware requirements for new permutation instructions
We now consider the hardware complexity of the permutation functional unit corresponding to each of the new permutation instructions proposed. On a 64-bit processor architecture, the PPERM instruction requires a 64 × 8 crossbar network and a specialized shifter in hardware. These requirements arise because each PPERM instruction generates eight consecutive bits in the result. The eight bits can come from any of the 64 bits in the source and can go to a different but contiguous eight bits in the destination.
The GRP instruction requires implementing a hierarchical gathering network with lg(n) stage bits in hardware. A GRP instruction must separate bits in the source into two groups based on the corresponding configuration bits. The separation process is recursive.
To implement the CROSS instruction, a processor needs a full Benes network in hardware. For each CROSS instruction, we use two of the 2 lg(n) stages and bypass the rest.
The hardware required for the OMFLIP instruction is much simpler. An omega-flip network has only two distinct stages and each OMFLIP instruction can perform the operation of two stages. Thus, the hardware must implement at most four stages: two omega and two flip stages. For the execution of each OMFLIP instruction, we use two of the four stages and bypass the other two. Hence, implementing OMFLIP requires the smallest area. Figure 10a shows the minimum instruction sequence for permuting 64 bits using either GRP, CROSS, or OMFLIP instructions, including set-up instructions for generating the address of the memory locations containing the six configuration words and loading these words into six registers. This process takes lg(n) + 2 = 8 cycles in a two-way superscalar machine. The PPERM instruction sequence in Figure 10b takes (n/8) + 6 = 14 cycles, and the table lookup method in Figure 10c takes 16 steps. Figure 10d shows the instructions required for one table lookup. Table 1 summarizes the number of instructions and cycles required for 64-bit permutations. GRP, CROSS, and OMFLIP have the same, highest performance in all cases. Although PPERM and table lookup have similar execution times (in cycles) on a two-way NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 2001   1  LDO  LDO  LDO  EXTRACT  2  LD  LD  LDO  EXTRACT  3  LD  GRP  LD  PPERM  LD  LDO  4  LD  GRP  LD  PPERM  LD  EXTRACT  5  LD  GRP  LD  PPERM  LDO  EXTRACT  6  LD  GRP  LD  PPERM  LD  LDO  7  LD  GRP  LD  PPERM  LD  EXTRACT  8  GRP  LD  PPERM  LDO  EXTRACT  9  LD  PPERM  LD  LDO  10  OR  PPERM  LD  EXTRACT Table 2 compares the number of instructions and cycles for permuting eight 8-bit subwords. While GRP, CROSS, and OMFLIP reduce the number of instructions by half, PPERM and table lookup need the same number of instructions as for bit-level permutations. In this case, with only eight subwords to permute, using the EXTRACT and DEPOSIT instructions (in ISAs that have them 12, 8 ) is faster than table lookup when no permutation instruction is available in the ISA (see the last column of Table 1) . Table 3 summarizes the storage requirement for different methods. The table lookup method requires three orders of magnitude more storage, and the LD instructions in this method are more likely to cause cache misses. If a cache miss costs 50 cycles, then even if only two out of the eight LD instructions miss, this results in an additional 100 cycles to perform a 64-bit permutation.
Performance
For symmetric-key cryptography algorithms, there can be no need to load any configuration bits, because the permutation can be specified by dynamically generated data already in the general registers. Hence, no storage requirements (in Table 3 ) or load instructions (in Tables 1 and 2 , and Figure 10 ) would be needed for the four permutation instructions. Figure 11 shows the speedup of DES using the new permutation instructions (PPERM, GRP, CROSS, or OMFLIP) as compared to traditional software-without any of the new permutation instructions-that uses table lookups for permutations. We assume a 64-bit processor with two-way superscalar issue and one load/store unit. We consider two cache configurations: Cache 1 is a one-level split cache system, with 16 Kbytes of data cache memory and a cache miss penalty of 50 cycles. Cache 2 is a two-level cache system:
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FAST SOFTWARE PERMUTATIONS Figure 11a shows that the encryption speedup more than doubles for cache 1, and improves by 12 to 17 percent for cache 2. The new permutation instructions perform especially well on systems with a small cache. Figure 11b shows that the speedup of key generation increases tremendously-from 11 to 16 times-because the time taken to perform permutations dominates this computation. Table 4 summarizes the relative advantages and disadvantages of our permutation methodologies and the table-lookup method for achieving any arbitrary permutation of n bits.
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Comparison of methods
GRP, CROSS, and OMFLIP can perform any n-bit permutation in lg(n) instructions, not counting the loading of configurations into general registers. The value lg(n) is the minimum number of instructions, if each instruction has only two source registers and one destination register, and saves no other state between permutation instructions. If a program repeats a permutation many times, the cost of loading the configuration registers becomes negligible. Even counting the loading of configuration registers, it takes only lg(n) + 2 cycles, if the processor is two-way superscalar. Most microprocessors today are at least two-way superscalar. PPERM needs more instructions and cycles to perform any n-bit permutation. Without one of these new permutation instructions, the fastest way to perform 64-bit permutations is with table lookup methods, which can be one to two orders of magnitude slower (in terms of cycles required), depending on the cache configuration.
All four methods can also permute any subword size that is a power of two with the same permutation functional unit. GRP, CROSS, and OMFLIP require only lg(r) instructions, where r is the number of subwords to be permuted. PPERM and the table lookup method cannot reduce the number of instructions needed to permute fewer elements.
The GRP instruction is the most efficient in terms of scaling up to perform a 2n-bit permutation using n-bit registers. The PPERM instruction is advantageous in that it handles mappings with the same ease as permutations without repetitions. None of the other three permutation instructions currently handle permutations with repetitions.
All four instructions need to store at most n lg(n) configuration bits for a given permutation. For 64-bit permutations, this is three orders of magnitude less memory storage than the phy algorithms may wish to use dynamically generated data for the configuration bits, no storage may be needed for the permutation instructions, because this data will already be in the general registers. Although the details of area and latency are beyond this article's scope, our analysis of hardware requirements shows that the OMFLIP permutation functional unit is the smallest in area. We could definitely implement OMFLIP in a single pipeline cycle, where the cycle time is between one to two times the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) latency. PPERM, CROSS, and GRP will all consume more area and likely have longer latencies than OMFLIP.
To have this fast permutation functionality, processors need only implement one of the four permutation instructions because they overlap in functionality. For the highest performance with the smallest area and shortest latency, designers would choose OMFLIP. For the highest performance with efficient scalability to permuting 2n bits with two registers, you would choose GRP. If permutations with repetitions are important, you would choose PPERM. W e have succeeded in reducing the number of instructions and cycles needed to perform any n-bit permutation from O(n) to O[lg (n) ]. This is a huge speedup, especially as n increases. For n = 64 bits, any permutation can be done in no more than six permutation instructions or cycles, using either the GRP, CROSS, or OMFLIP instructions. Previously, this permutation would have taken up to 128 or 256 instructions using existing ISA instructions, or a similar number of cycles using table lookup methods, which incur cache miss penalties.
Future work will investigate if we can reduce this further from O[lg(n)] to O(l) instructions or cycles. What are the most interesting or useful subsets of all possible permutations of n bits that can be done using just one or two instructions? Data-dependent rotations are one such subset. But are there larger subsets with better diffusion properties and other useful characteristics? Also, can we define permutation instructions that are both efficient for permutations with repetitions (mappings) and multibit subword permutations?
By providing the ability to do fast permutations in software, we not only speed up current cryptography and multimedia programs, but also open the field for new algorithms using these powerful yet simple permutation primitives. This facilitates far faster software cryptography and multimedia processing, combining high performance with flexibility and low cost.
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